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About This Game

Game genre: Indie-horror

Actions take place in the distant year of 2072. Future technologies let rich people forget about gaming consoles,
which allows to fully integrate a human, both physically and mentally* into the virtual world!

The game has 5 main characters that participate in a deadly show called "The Other Side of the Screen".
Each player has to find a way out of his location. The levels and their difficulty are completely different.

You are given an opportunity to play for any of the mentioned characters.
If you want to open a secret ending, you will have to complete the game with each and every one of them!

One player gets only one life. There are no "save" buttons in the game, so you'll have to be very cautious and attentive to
survive.

Game features:

Choice of characters

A wide variety of level themes for every taste

High-quality soundtrack
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Professional voiceovers
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Title: The Other Side Of The Screen
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
VaNyuHa
Publisher:
VaNyuHa
Release Date: 28 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, windows 2000, Partial Compatibility with Windows 10,8,7

Processor: Dual core 2 GHz or similar

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0 c compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX

English,Russian
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a nice civ light game I have been able to replay it over time, again and again.. World of Subways 4 is an improvement to the
world of subways series. That being said I am 7 train rider so I\u2019m going to criticizes this a little harder than some other
people. The Game format itself in shift mode was great and follows closely to how MTA operates there crew for the most part.
The game itself i felt the track layout was rushed (even though we experienced several delays in the creation of the game) the
switches south of Queensbrough Plaza are way too sharp for any train to take, also there is in consistent head movement along
the route such as when leaving time square you have to fix the view but any other curve after Hunters Point Ave you don't have
the same experience. The other thing I found lacking is the level of AI traffic in terms of trains the 7 train has the HIGHEST
TRAIN FREQUENCEY in the system, for example I was operating a express train from TS to Main and there was NO OTHER
NORTHBOUND TRAFFIC only 3 other southbound trains, that would be a frequency you would see maybe late night not 4 in
the afternoon. In terms of scenery they did a great job and it is highly realistic to real life. So the train itself have okay physics
for the train, they could be much better but they are simulating an older fleet which in real life if anyone rode them when the
train operator applied the air brakes the train stopped, the good old R33 don't run like the R62a that operate today (the R62a
only have airbrakes compared to the R33). So aside from the AI traffic or shall i say lack of....the game is actually pretty good.
ive bought this yeti and not letting me play why. A short platformer set in an open world void of hazards. It's all about
exploration, finding all hidden trinkets and all the endings, as well as letting the peaceful, mysterious atmosphere sink in.

Controls are tight and there really isn't anything wrong with Lunnye Devitsy aside from some endings being too obscure to be
found without a guide, one (optional) passage full of invisible passageways that can make you tear your hair out and some (also
optional) platforming sections that require extremely precise inputs.

So overall it's a solid recommendation unless you are a perfectionist (in terms of achievements and secrets) that can't handle a
bit of frustration.

It's certainly a unique game in an over-saturated genre and especially perfectly suited to anybody who, like me, loves to
occasionally explore a game world without having to worry about enemies.. And though I left, I took with me their lightning and
their prayers.

I've never come across a game more contemplative and philosophical. It's got a gorgeous pixel art design (like a more colorful
Swords and Sworcery), hauntingly melancholy music, and a unique concept. You are a video game character, and the game
starts when you die. You are set on the path for deletion, but have an opportunity to run. What do you do?
The game's story focuses on acceptance and reflection, which is at odds with its gameplay, which has a focus on action and
timed sections that are fairly frenetic. And the action sequences are more challenging than you would expect from the rest of the
game. That being said, the feelings this game engendered are not common for games, and if you have an interest in seeing what
games can do outside of their traditional boundaries (but are capable enough to play traditional games), this is an experience you
won't soon forget.. After your race doesn't matter you position you at times get a DNF....FIx it...Massively frustrating seeing as
you have to do all the work all over again.
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As others have said it does have issues and is rather bare bones even for hentai. Just isn't that interesting and there's probably
better city builders if I feel like buying one. Plan to refund it and use the money on the next game that kagura bring out here..
This game is abandoned.
Devs ignoring ANY questons since last minor update in april 2016 with except for "Will be there any final version of the
game?" at which they said "ye-ye, buddy, we will do it, just wait and maybe buy another copy?"
I'm sure they're pretty busy with spending their not so hardly earned early access cash.. Shine on your crazy diamond. Do Not
Buy this. Its totally broken.. Considering the fact that I paid $10 of REAL money I expected to be able to jump right in to my new
zubmarine. Nothing of the sort. First you have to travel down all the way to the bottom of map then you have to travel AGAIN just
to find the componenets for it in the center of the map, and fund it with IN GAME money. And permadeath to the mix and you
realize you've just lost hours of grinding for something you paid for up front.
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